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Product description
Smart forms for e-government & e-business
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Overview
With AFORMSOLUTION (AFS), online dialogs for data collection (forms) are easily created and efficiently managed. AFS forms are responsive and available for PCs, mobile devices or as print forms. The WebAdmin (AFS
form designer) enables the creation and administration, the AFS form server the presentation of forms.

Additional modules round off the AFORMSOLUTION product suite:





The AFS Mailbox (APF) receives application data and enables manual processing.
The Relay ensures the secure automatic transfer of the application data to specialist systems.
AFS Portal Integration - enables the construction of complex portal applications for form-based data collection and processing with AFS forms.
The Form test checks the permanent availability of all forms.

Form creation
AFS forms are created from basic components such as fields, blocks, validations, dynamics and logic modules.
Many ready-made modules are available that can be individually extended.
Form creation using the WebAdmin is simple and user-friendly. Validations, calculations, dynamic behaviour and
interfaces to specialist systems can be implemented by people without programming knowledge.

The resulting AFS forms are certified barrier-free according to WCAG 2.0 in the level AA (Access for all) correspond to the style guide for online forms 3.0 and fulfil essential Swiss eCH eGovernment standards. AFS supports
various country and canton-specific signature and identification technologies.
Large form collections can be uniformly structured and implemented cost-effectively. The AFS modular principle
leads to a maintenance-friendly and thus future-proof form stock.

Form operation
AFS can be operated by the licensee or by aforms2web. AFS forms are multitenant and are also suitable for cloud
operation.
AFS is based on Java technology on the server side and can therefore be installed on open source or commercial
platforms. AFS forms integrate into existing websites and portals. On the user side, AFS forms can be used with
common end devices and browsers without additional extensions. The form test supports operational monitoring
and facilitates migration to new product versions.
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Basic concepts
As a first approach to understanding AFS, essential basic concepts will be presented here.

Specialised & integrated
Modern software solutions are often a combination of specialised individual components. In contrast to the monolithic "jack-of-all-trades" of days gone by, specialised systems are focused on their area of responsibility and are
combined into overall solutions by means of service-oriented architecture (SOA).
AFS focuses on structured data collection. With AFS, online dialogues can be optimally implemented. AFS has
interfaces to all relevant surrounding systems in the context of data collection.

The testing and business logic of specialised applications can also be easily integrated into AFS forms. The integration of the form and the downstream specialist system eliminates the duplication of code.
AFS forms can be easily integrated into existing content management systems (CMS) and portals.

Building block based
The effectiveness of AFS is based on the building block principle. A rich pool of reusable form elements and logic
modules can be extended with custom components. Forms and form components are grouped into form collections to allow structuring, e.g. by department.

Form components can be made available centrally, versioned and exchanged between form collections.
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Forms without programming knowledge
Form creation with AFS WebAdmin (Form Designer) is simple and user-friendly. Validations, calculations, dynamic
behaviour and interfaces to third-party systems can be implemented by people without programming knowledge.
You can get an impression of the functional scope of AFS in the list of parameterisable extenders attached at the
end (see Appendix: List of parameterisable extenders).

Individualisation of the user interface

Users can customise the interface of their WebAdmin to facilitate individual work. In addition, the central administration can also define how the standard configuration should look in their organisation. The possibilities for
individual configuration include:








Display of breadcrumbs for navigation
Individual labelling of the WebAdmin (to distinguish instances)
Colour of the WebAdmin
Custom CSS adjustments according to organisation (specified by admin)
Standard of the opened and closed areas
Standard of the activated filters
List length

Individualisation of the form lists
In addition to the general interface, the columns of the form lists in WebAdmin can also be customised. Users can
configure which columns are relevant to them and facilitate their work. This setting is saved when exiting the
WebAdmin.

Single (XML) Source
Forms defined with AFS are stored centrally in an XML repository and are immediately available for PCs, mobile
devices and as print forms. In addition, form data can also be submitted via a web service interface (machine-tomachine communication = service).
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Technical and organisational metadata are stored for the forms. This makes it possible to keep the documentation
of the form inventory exclusively in AFS.

Barrier-free
Online forms generated with AFS are accessible according to WCAG 2.0 at level AA. The certification was carried
out by the Swiss Foundation for Disabled Technology Use "Access for All" (www.access-for-all.ch). The embedded
AJAX components are ARIA-compliant. The accessibility check is carried out by independent experts.
aforms2web supports form designers in creating accessible online forms.

Platform-independent
AFS is based on JAVA technology on the server side and can therefore be operated on open source or commercial
platforms. AFS forms can be used client-side with common browsers on desktop and mobile devices without
additional extensions.

Multitenant & multilingual
AFS forms are multitenant. Forms can be offered by several organisations in their own layout and with specific
data (e.g. selection lists). For example, form templates for the cities of a federal state are created only once and
used individually by each city in its layout and with its data lists. The AFS-WebAdmin user interface is available in
German, English and French as standard.

AFS also supports multilingual forms. Standard texts and error messages used in forms are already available in
the four languages German, English, French and Italian. Form contents can be easily translated via export/import
of translation tables.
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Standard-compliant
AFS forms are defined centrally and generated uniformly according to national standards. The use of the forms is
simple and follows the guidelines of the e-government model country Austria.

The generated forms comply with the style guide for online forms 3.0 of the BLSG working group. The generator
can be adapted to style guides provided by the client.
AFS is delivered with ready-made form building blocks (fields, blocks). These data structures (e.g. person, address) comply with national specifications. Their use guarantees the standard conformity of the recorded data.
AFS can check the validity of the Swiss data types "AHV insurance number" and "UID number".

Secure
Data protection, data security, traceability as well as the comprehensive support of national identification and
signature technologies are essential basic requirements for the success of AFS. In many cases, sensitive data is
collected and displayed with AFS forms.
The AFS WebAdmin and the AFS mailbox support authentication via Windows Authentication or OpenID Connect
(Keycloak). The configuration of the specific user rights is still done in AFS.
AFS supports essential OWASP requirements for Password Security Requirements, General Authenticator Requirements, Authenticator Lifecycle Requirements and Credential Recovery Requirements. The annual audits of
our customers certify that AFS has a high level of security, even for critical areas of application.

Product design to customer requirements
AFS is continuously developed according to customer requirements. The new AFS versions are made available
once a year as part of the all-in maintenance.
aforms2web coordinates the design and financing of product extensions across customers and countries.
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Features
In the following overview graphic, the functions and properties are arranged according to topic groups in the course
of the form. You will find detailed descriptions in the following chapters.

Input page, control page, confirmation page
The use of AFS forms is always done in three steps - data entry, control of the data entered and confirmation with
confirmation of the submission.

First, the user fills in the required form fields on input pages. He is supported by form validation, dynamics and
logic.
Saving and printing of the entered data can already be allowed at this stage. This allows the user to interrupt the
form session or to finish the application in paper form.
After entering the data, the user is shown the control page. Here it is possible to check all data entered and depending on the configuration of the form - to print the application and send it by post or to send the application
electronically. For electronic transmissions, an applicant signature and e-payment can be provided.
Applications are sent to the AFS mailbox or a third-party application.
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Finally, the completion is displayed with the sent data and a signed confirmation of receipt. The confirmed application data can be printed and saved.
As an alternative to the confirmation page, a generated print document can be made available directly. Together
with the e-payment connection of AFS, this makes particularly citizen-friendly e-government services possible.
For example, applying for, paying for and receiving a fishing permit or a parking permit can all be done in one
step.

Form navigation & progress bar
A navigation bar and progress bar can be optionally added to AFS forms. This makes it possible to combine one
or more form pages into one logical step. The bar is also used to call up specific pages in the form (page navigation).

Form navigation can be activated and configured individually for each form. Forms with form navigation are still
barrier-free. The appearance of the step display can be individually designed using CSS. The step display is
available both in the desktop view and in the form view for mobile devices. For the latter, the display is reduced to
the minimum.

Validation - Errors, Warnings & Info
The entered form data is checked on the server side. For validation, simple input and field value checks as well
as complex dependency checks and backend checks can be defined.
The input requirement can be set statically and dynamically (depending on user input). Additional input patterns,
such as "All or nothing" or "Input requirement with free selection", are available for blocks.
In addition to specific field value checks, such as IBAN/BIC and national insurance number, user input can be
checked against target values and value ranges. Formatting is predefined with standard formats and regular expressions. Subject-specific formatting and checks can be carried out with customer-specific extensions.
Existing test and business logic of specialised applications can also be easily integrated into AFS forms by means
of web services. The integration of the form and the downstream specialist system eliminates the duplication of
code.
AFS offers two different error states for validation errors. In addition to the classic "Incorrect entry", which must be
corrected before the form can be filled out again, there is also the "Warning" state. Here, a "Not plausible entry"
is pointed out only once and accepted as a field value when confirmed again by "Continue".

Error
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Warning

Info
Errors and implausible entries can be displayed at the top of the page as well as directly at the field. AFS provides
automatic texts for all error and warning states, which can be supplemented or overwritten with specific hint texts.
The configuration of validations, errors and warnings is done with the help of "parameterisable" extenders. These
are described in "Form Dynamics & Logic".
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Special validation
Google ReCaptcha, currently the most widely used CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell
Computers and Humans Apart) on the internet, can be used in AFS forms. This is a security mechanism that is
used to distinguish in a fully automated way whether a human or a machine is making entries.
The risk of a session abort due to timeout if the user is inactive for too long is displayed beforehand as a warning
message. In general, AFS sessions can be configured to remain active when the browser window is still open. In
the case of an e-payment transaction, the session can be extended until the payment confirmation is received.

Form dynamics & logic
Form dynamics and logic such as showing and hiding elements, validations, calculations or interfaces to thirdparty systems can be implemented by people without programming knowledge.
85 "parameterisable" extenders supplied allow this to be easily configured (see Appendix: List of parameterisable
extenders). The following functions, among others, can be implemented with extenders:

Validations
See "3. Validations - Errors & Warnings".

Dynamic sequence
The flow of AFS forms can be configured dynamically. Depending on user input, the role of the user,
or control data from the backend systems,...









controlled the display of form pages, blocks
and fields,
individual input fields are locked,
the appropriate form closure is offered,
the correct print document is selected,
E-mails are sent to dynamically determined
recipients,
enables the e-payment function,
an electronic signature is activated
and many other processes and functions are
triggered.

Attachment management
See "9. Attachment management

Identification functions
See "10. Identification

Field filling
Fields in AFS forms can be pre-filled. Freely definable "default values" and prompts (e.g. "Please select...") are
available for this purpose. Inputs that have already been entered can also be transferred to subsequent fields.
In addition to generated field values, such as unique IDs, data obtained from specialist systems can also be used
for pre-filling. See "20. Connection to Backend Systems".
The pre-filling can be defined context-related and client-specific. Depending on the configuration, pre-filled fields
can be overwritten or locked by the form user.

Calculations
All numeric and calendar form inputs can be used for calculations. For this purpose, fields are defined as source
and target variables and linked in mathematical formulas using SpEL (Spring Expression Language). SpEL allows
arithmetic (e.g. plus/minus), relational (e.g. greater/less), logical (e.g. and/or), conditional (ternary or Elvis) and
regular expressions.
Furthermore, rounding functions and random number generation are available. The date calculation can also take
specific public holidays into account for determining the working days. The calculations and evaluations are triggered via a button or automatically (AJAX).
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Date and time functions
In AFS forms, a configurable "date picker" is available for date entries. On the server side, the current system date
and time can be used for comparisons. Date and time functions enable different checks such as calculating a time
difference (e.g. input date/time to system date/time) or topicality (e.g. input date/time in the future?). Furthermore,
weekends and public holidays can be blocked or certain days can be highlighted in colour to simplify usability.
Entries can be used for calculations and "split" by second, minute, hour, day, month, year.

Temporal validity of forms
With AFS it is possible to control the availability of a form in terms of time. This makes it possible to define the
period during which a form can be called up and which URLs are to be called up outside this period. This makes
it possible to activate forms and make them accessible only at certain times.

Generating print documents
See "12. document generation

Sending e-mails and documents
E-mails can be generated at any point during the use of the form. This makes it possible, for example, to send emails to validate the e-mail address entered before the application is finally submitted. Sent e-mails can also
contain (encrypted) application data and enclosures. By extending the e-mail templates with form fields, personalised and context-specific messages can be configured. E-mails can be sent dynamically (depending on the
user's input). AFS also supports the connection of multiple mail servers.

Communication with the AFS Mailbox (APF)
A group of extenders is used to communicate with the AFS mailbox. On the one hand, they enable the saving and
loading of application data from the APF in order to use contents of already sent applications for pre-filling and
comparisons in the current form. On the other hand, these extenders provide write and read functions for
metadata. Metadata stores additional information such as processing or approval status for an application.
Furthermore, it is possible to directly process (e.g. settle) applications in the APF by means of Extender.

External references
AFS forms, comparable to external references in MS Excel sheets, can reference input from other forms and use
it for validation and flow control.
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Scripting Extender
For IT specialists, configuring an extender is often only the second-best way to reach the goal. People with programming skills can achieve the same results faster in just a few lines of code.
AFS offers the possibility of programming form logic using Groovy scripts. In contrast to existing extenders, the
developer is completely free to design the business logic. Unlike programming additional JAVA classes for AFS,
the form server does not have to be recompiled and delivered.
The scripting extender enables the definition of input and output fields, of variables, the script input or the reference
to an external script file as well as the access to the entire form object.

Form layout & responsiveness
All form components can be individually designed via CSS parameters. The selection fields are available as
dropdown, radio, checkbox and switch lists. The arrangement of labels and context-sensitive help can be adapted
as required. Dynamic block headings and HTML fields offer wide design options for forms.
AFS forms are responsive and can automatically adapt to the screen width of mobile devices to enable completion.

AFS AJAX technology provides enhanced interactivity. The use of AJAX allows field value calculations and validations, showing and hiding of dependent form components, autocomplete lists as well as pre-filling of other fields
immediately after entering values.
The use of AJAX in the form is an option. The accessibility of AFS forms remains unrestricted. The implementation
is ARIA-compliant.

Repetitions & tables
For entering a number of similar records, such as persons in a household or posting lines of an expense report,
AFS offers repeatable form elements. AFS form blocks can be added and deleted dynamically. A particularly
structured form of repeatable elements to display are tables.
In the table display, repeated blocks are displayed in rows of the table. The field labels become column headings.
Table rows can be added and deleted dynamically. Row contents can be unchangeably predefined or fillable. The
values of the individual table cells can be calculated and copied. It is even possible to relate values from different
tables of a form.
AFS table contents can be read in from CSV files. This function is particularly suitable for importing mass data
that is already available to the user in electronic form. AFS tables have a scrolling mechanism (paging) so that
even large amounts of data can be displayed conveniently.
The number of columns that can be displayed in the browser window is limited. AFS tables therefore offer the
possibility of always displaying important fields and additionally showing details. For this purpose, a selection is
made as to which fields of the stored block are already to be positioned in the table row and which fields are only
visible in expanded mode.
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Table contents can be sorted and filtered according to your own criteria. It is possible to apply multiple filtering
and sorting rules.

Excel import & export (Offline Data)
A freely designable Excel template can be stored for each AFS form. This makes it possible to export captured
form data to Excel and to load the corrected or additionally captured data back into the form. The Excel comment
function is used for the simple assignment of the form fields (mapping) in the Excel template.
This makes it possible to enter form data offline in Excel and only load it in the form when an online connection to
AFS is available.
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Help texts internal & external
By offering online help at field, block and form level, AFS forms can be made particularly user-friendly. Both manually entered texts and specially designed help pages or links to content management systems can be embedded
as sources for help texts.

Attachment management
AFS forms can contain fields for attachments. The uploaded files can be restricted in terms of size, file extensions
and MIME types. The file type check can be carried out browser-independently in AFS. This can prevent "faking"
a file type by using the wrong file extension.

PDF and image formats can be displayed in the form directly after uploading, other formats are provided as a link
for viewing. The uploaded files can be renamed automatically for better identification. This allows file names to be
extended, e.g. by user input. In addition to the size of a single file, AFS can also be used to limit the size of all
inserts.
For PDF attachments, the number of pages can also be determined and it can be checked whether the file is
password protected. Electronic signatures of the attachments can be checked. With a stored protection programme, a virus check is also carried out and the file name is checked against a regular printout.

Identification
An AFS form can be used by anonymous or identified users. The identification requirement (none, optional, mandatory) is set depending on the form. If the identity of the user is known, their data can be pre-filled in the form
and specific completions can be enabled (e.g. submit without signature).

AFS forms can adopt identification information from different national systems such as ID Austria (AT), mobile
phone signature (AT), portal network 1.0 (AT), company service portal (AT), SwissID (CH) and lisign/lilog (FL).
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For use cases with low security requirements, AFS provides low-threshold "identification" mechanisms with MTAN
procedures and mail confirmation. Open ID identifications, such as Google ID, are also supported.

Connection to backend systems
AFS forms can use released functions of backend systems and be filled with data from backend systems. Different
technologies are available for the connection:





SQL: Direct query of relational databases with SQL statements (e.g. for value lists)
LDAP and Active Directory: Direct query of directory services (e.g. for user rights and organisational structures)
APF: Direct query of the AFS mailbox (e.g. for access to sent application data, see "4. Form Validation &
Logic")
Web service (SOAP/REST): Direct use of web services (e.g. to call business logic in the backend system)
The following specific backend accesses are also realised as web services:
o Structural data: Query structural information (e.g. municipalities, schools, marital status).

The queried back-end information can be easily assigned to AFS fields by means of mapping tables.
The application data recorded in AFS can be written to backend systems. Different technologies are available for
connection:





SQL: Direct writing to relational databases with SQL statements (e.g. direct connection form -> backend
system)
APF: Saving requests to the AFS mailbox
APF: Writing status information and metadata (e.g. for transaction processing, see "4. Form Validation and
Logic")
Web service (SOAP/REST): Direct use of web services (e.g. for writing application data to backend systems).

Document generation
Every online form defined with AFS is immediately available as a PDF print form without further effort. The function
for displaying the print version of the form can already be arranged next to the call link of the online version, on
each input page, the control page or only on the final page of the online form.

The application data entered in the online form will be transferred to the print document. The following types of
print documents are available:
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Blank form for manual filling
The form is generated as a print form according to ÖNORM A1021. These print forms can be used for manual
data entry or for printing out entries entered online. Print forms can also be dynamically extended with text modules.

Manually set PDF document
If a generated print form (from A, B) does not meet the technical requirements, manually designed PDF documents
can be included. AFS checks whether all form fields of the online application are also mapped in the PDF form.
The data entered in the online form is transferred to the PDF document.

Connection of document generators
To generate template-based printouts (e.g. MS Word, MS Excel), document generators from other manufacturers
can also be connected via web service.
Other AFS functions for PDF print documents are






Applying barcodes, QR codes and Aztec codes
Dynamic watermark application (requires AFS flattener)
Integration of images uploaded as inserts
Attach PDF documents uploaded as enclosures
Creation of signed PDF documents according to the PAdES standard

(Intermediate) storage of form data
The local (intermediate) storage of the application data can be done by download. The application data can be
encrypted with a personal password before saving. The local data storage is implemented as an HTML link file.
This makes it possible to open the previously used form including the pre-filled data and enclosures by doubleclicking.
In addition to local storage, form data can also be stored in surrounding web applications and portals, provided
they provide a corresponding web service interface. Intermediate storage is easy to set up with the supplied extender and ensures secure data storage in the AFS mailbox.

Change log
The use of a change log makes adjustments to the form traceable. This function is particularly useful for forms
that display pre-filled data that has already been entered once and that the applicant can adjust. The generation
of a change log can easily be switched on during definition. The change log is displayed during the check and in
the AFS mailbox.
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Submission variants
Various submission types are available for AFS forms. Depending on the technical requirement or legal stipulation,
applications can be submitted with or without a signature. The submission type is defined for each form and can
be combined and easily changed.

It is possible to send applications directly without a signature. A verification can be added to the e-mail address or
telephone number given in the form.
If a signature is required, it can be applied manually to the printed application (see "12. Print document generation")
and an electronic version of the application can also be sent. With this procedure, called "dual sending", it is
possible to further process the application data electronically in addition to the printout.
Every AFS form can be signed electronically. Currently, different national systems such as ID Austria (AT), mobile
phone signature (AT), SwissID (CH) and lisign (FL) are supported.
If the applicant is identified at the time of submission (see "10. Identification"), a waiver of mail/MTAN confirmation
or electronic signature can be configured. In this case, the application is sent directly.

E-payment
In many administrative procedures, it is possible to determine the costs and fees directly. E-payment enables
payment directly as part of the application process. In this way, particularly citizen-friendly e-government services
can be offered.

AFS supports the connection of well-known e-payment providers such as BillingOnline (PostFinance), PayUnity
(SIX Payment Services) and SaferPay (SIX Payment Services). This ensures that the submission only takes place
after payment has been confirmed.
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Applicant signature
AFS supports the application signature with different country- and canton-specific technologies.
With AFS, it is possible for an application or a notification to be signed by several persons. After
the first signature, the application is first stored in a portal or the AFS mailbox (APF) and can be
called up there by the other signatories and also signed. Thus, the signatures can be applied
spatially and temporally independent of each other.

Input signature
AFS confirms the successful receipt of the application with a server-side signature. This is applied to both the
application data (XML) and the PDF print document. The incoming signature enables the applicant and the administration to prove the time and content of the application.

The incoming signature is created with the signature components MOA (modules for online applications) provided
by the Federal Chancellery Austria as open-source software. Alternatively, other signature components can also
be connected.

Follow-up form
When confirming the receipt of an application, the AFS form server can offer further forms. These follow-up forms
can be used to record customer satisfaction or to map complex multi-stage form processes.
Follow-up forms can contain the already recorded data of the previously sent application and establish a direct
connection to it with the receipt number.
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Interface for application data
Application data can also be received via web service. In this case, the online form is not displayed (application
interface). This enables the connection of third-party applications that either have their own input interfaces (specialised applications) or framework applications and portals that manage pre-filled AFS forms and implement their
own submission logic.

Transform
Optional transformation of an input file in the specific format of the third-party application by means of XSL into
the AFS EApplication format before further processing.

Fill in
Overwrite the application data transferred from the input XML with optionally specified values (list of field references and values).

Check (internal)
Verification of the input file according to the configured validation and dynamics of the online form (simulation of
the input).

Check (external)
Optional validation of the input file by an external validator. Due to the possibility of accessing historical application
data in the AFS mailbox, value developments (e.g. turnover developments) can also be used for plausibility
checks.

Send
Optional acceptance of the application and confirmation by applying a input signature.

Output
Optional return of the signed application as




XML (EApplication)
HTML file with embedded XML data
PDF print form

to the third party application including input signature.
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Integration in portals and webapplications
AFS forms can be integrated into existing portal systems. The following points are addressed:









Uniform "look and feel" of portal and form
Integration via iFrame or as standalone forms
Automatic filling in of form fields (initialization) from portal data or application data
Transfer of user permissions from the portal for forms (display, fill out, send)
View status information on applications
(Intermediate) storage and loading of applications
Deleting stored applications
Reopening of sent applications

Interaction between form server and portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sign in
Reading the application lists, status information & metadata from the AFS mailbox
Display of the application lists for this user in the portal
Open a form in the portal by the user
Filling out and sending the form by the user
Sending the recorded data to the AFS mailbox
Reading the data by the APF relay and forwarding to 3rd party application / specialist system

National portal systems
AFS-Formserver and AFS-WebAdmin support the Austrian portal composite protocol (PVP) and the enterprise
service portal protocol (USP). The portal attributes can be used to pre-populate form fields.
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Examples of portal integration with AFS

Form embedding via iFrame

Standalone form
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Application processing and interface
AFS Mailbox - Web application for application processing
The AFS Mailbox (APF) manages incoming applications. The APF seals the applications by means of an incoming
signature, informs the responsible processing and visualises the applications. Internal forms for processing applications (see Process Forms) can be called up from the APF and the processing data can be assigned to the
applications (see Metadata on Applications). Questions can also be asked about applications using the APF. The
questions/answers are assigned to the application (see Communication Forms). Other programmes can access
and take over applications via APF web services. The APF logs all access to applications.
The APF offers an advanced search (incl. application data and meta information) for managing large application
portfolios. The APF offers a multi-layered user administration. Authentication can be done with user name/password, portal network or Windows authentication with access to ActiveDirectory and LDAP.

Each user can be assigned different mailboxes of several clients. Incoming requests are transferred to these
mailboxes according to distribution rules. The APF thus enables a clean separation between different areas of the
organisation (area delimitation).

With the AFS mailbox, simple form-driven workflows can also be set up. Processing and communication forms
are available for this purpose.
In interaction with portals and frame applications, the APF allows applications to be saved temporarily. The user
can reopen, edit and submit such applications on the server side via the frame application.
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Processing forms (PF)
Not every processing procedure justifies the creation of its own specialised application. If the number of applications is too low or the technical requirements are often adapted, the investment in individually programmed specialised software is not worthwhile.
Forms for the internal processing of requests are an alternative. These so-called processing forms (PF) can be
configured with AFS for each application. They are activated in the AFS mailbox with the "Complete" button. ERFs
display the application data in a compressed and unchangeable form and record the processing data (e.g. decisions) of the case worker in additional input elements. With the help of metadata, PFs can save the entries (see
Metadata on Applications).
A frequent use of PFs is the generation of completion documents (e.g. notices) from templates. These are filled
with application data and made available to the case worker (see "12. Document generation").
To protect against misuse of processing forms, the call-up of AFS forms can be restricted so that forms can always
be called up, not at all, only internally/externally or only from the AFS mailbox.

Communication forms
With communication forms, it is possible to define a structured query form for each application type. The enquiry
is triggered by the clerk from the application mailbox. The customer receives an e-mail requesting him to open the
linked enquiry form. In the form, the queries or follow-up requests entered by the clerk are displayed and the
answers and uploads of the applicant are recorded via the secure connection of the online form. Questions and
answers are saved for the respective request.

Application metadata
In the interaction of AFS form server, AFS mailbox, portals and web applications, additional information can be
stored when processing applications.

This metadata and the application status of multiple applications can be processed in a single step.

APF-Relay - interface for application transfer
The AFS Mailbox (APF) provides specialist systems with extensive web services for the logged transfer of applications. The use of these interfaces requires a corresponding extension in the specialised system. If this is not
(economically) possible, the APF relay can help.
With the APF relay, applications can be read from the APF in a standardised way and transferred to specific
application interfaces. An already existing interface of the specialised system is individually supported. There is
no need to adapt the specialised system. Application transfers with the APF relay are error-tolerant and are logged.
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Maintenance and operation
Fail-safe
AFS also supports clustering via databases. This means that if an application server (Tomcat or JBoss) crashes,
the forms can continue to be processed because another application server takes over the session. For this purpose, all session information is stored in a database and a virtual ID is assigned for each session. If the server
crashes, another server can fetch the session from the database.
AFS supports the connection of multiple mail servers.

User roles in form design
AFS-WebAdmin has a group and user administration that makes it possible to assign to each form designer exclusively the forms and functionalities necessary for his or her particular task.

Logging in the form design
All user actions during form maintenance can be logged.

Preview & deployment
The completed forms can be called up immediately in AFS WebAdmin and transferred for acceptance or to live
operation (deployment).

Staging
AFS forms are configured once in AFS WebAdmin for different operating environments (e.g. development, acceptance, production). Web service access, databases and form parameters can be set depending on the current
operating environment (staging).
In this way, AFS forms can be delivered (deployed) into different operating environments without further adjustments.
In addition, it is possible to control whether a form can be called up productively. In connection with this, there is
a role for users to determine who is allowed to release the form productively.

Form server synchronization
The AFS form server can take over the form inventory of another form server during operation. This makes it easy
for form designers, for example, to transfer forms from the test environment to production.

Form test
The form test is used to periodically check form offers. All systems involved in the respective service (form, mail,
backend, application processing, identification & signature solution and payment solution) are tested for correct
behaviour.
Even during the further development of a form system, it is ensured that the basic functionality of the form offering
remains guaranteed in addition to the expansion.
Creating test cases with the form test is possible for users without programming knowledge by simply defining
new test data sets (saving form data).

Session monitoring & logging
For operational support, a display of the active sessions of all form servers in an operating environment is provided.
This function supports administrators when form servers are shut down for maintenance.
A comprehensive log function and an error database enable professional operational management of the forms
system.
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Statistics
AFS offers comprehensive statistics for analysing the forms. From simple success control (calls vs. cancellations)
to detailed recording of form usage (navigation, errors, help calls, etc.), user behaviour is recorded anonymously.
The statistics function is the key to continuous improvement of forms.

Training and coaching
We design online forms based on AFORMSOLUTION (AFS). For customers who decide to implement forms
themselves, we offer AFS training.

AFS user training
Our AFS beginner and advanced trainings in combination with our coaching offers enable organisers to productively implement electronic forms within a few days.
In practice, projects are also implemented in which the initial implementation is carried out by aforms2web and
then the forms are transferred to the customer's maintenance responsibility (insourcing).

AFS Developer Training
AFORMSOLUTION (AFS) can be extended and connected to backend systems by JAVA software developers.
aforms2web offers such individual adaptations. For customers with their own JAVA software development competence there is the possibility to develop extensions themselves. This requires knowledge of the interfaces and
basics of AFS concepts.
We offer a catalogue of technical training topics on AFS, which we compile into a customised training programme
according to the experience level and needs of the developers.
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Licence model / All-in maintenance
The AFS licence model is based on the number of form users to be reached. There are no additional costs due to
an increased number of transactions, forms or CPUs.
Please contact us so that we can make you an offer tailored to your needs.
AFS customers mostly take the option of All-In Maintenance to receive upgrades to new AFS versions in addition
to the standard maintenance (hotline, error clarification and correction).
With All-In Maintenance, the AFS licence always remains up to date. In this way, the customer benefits from the
community idea: product enhancements ordered by AFS customers are made available in the next version at no
additional cost.

AFS Community
The community of AFS clients meets several times a year to present
current projects with AFS and to coordinate cooperative further development. AFS clients exchange form components, forms or entire
form collections with each other and thus benefit from each other.

System requirements
Processor architecture


Form use Desktop
x86-64

Server operating systems




Windows Server 2019, 2016
Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
Other Linux derivatives
such as CentOS 7, RedHat 7,...

Databases




MS-SQL 2016, 2017, 2019
Oracle 18c, 19c
Postgres 12.6

Web server



Apache 2.4
IIS 10

Webcontainer


Browser

Tomcat 9







Chrome
Firefox
Edge
IE11
Safari

Form use Mobile




Chrome
Safari
Firefox

Form creation &
application processing




Firefox
Chrome
Edge

MOA SS/SOP/ID



ID 4.1.3
SP/SS 3.1.3

Java


Adopt OpenJDK 11 HotSpot

Citizen signature



Mobile phone signature
A-Sign Client

*preferred are shown in bold.

All AFS components can be operated on both physical and virtual servers.
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Related products
Standardised interfaces exist for the following products. Others can be integrated on a project-specific basis.

Acta Nova (GEVER)
Acta Nova (http://www.rubicon.eu/web/produkte/acta-nova) offers the solution for your business case processing
with document and workflow management. With Acta Nova, you can map your business cases comprehensibly
and consistently in a modern web application. Supported by workflow management, the business case in Acta
Nova always reaches the right recipient and, above all, is traceable. All stages of a business case, from the entry
of the receipt to the conclusion and archiving of the business case, are available.
The connection AFS - Acta Nova has existed for more than 10 years and is also provided in the federal standard.
In addition to the GEVER standard interface, form data can also be transmitted to GEVER using sedex.

Document Partner
Document Partner (http://www.rubicon.eu/web/produkte/document-partner) integrates seamlessly into your system landscape and automatically generates relevant, personalised documents. Document Partner sends them by
mail or SMS, makes them available on a web portal and prints them at the workplace or millions of times over the
printing line. It controls your automatic enveloping and helps you save costs with intelligent postage optimisation.

GENTICS Content Management Platform - Portal Solution
The GENTICS content management platform, a product of the APA-IT division Gentics Software
(https://www.gentics.com/genticscms/index.de.html), is the complete solution for your online presence. With these
tools you create and publish content, organise editorial workflows and manage different publications. Interfaces
such as newsletter and social media integration, special solutions for multimedia storytelling and web analysis
cover important functions in online marketing. AFS online forms can be easily integrated into our partner's portal
solution.

MOA - Server signature and signature verification
The modules for online applications (MOA) (https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/moa-id) serve as a tool with which
PKI aspects of e-government applications can be created efficiently and securely. The first MOAs that were developed enable signature verification (SP), signature creation (SS) and identification and authentication (ID) of
persons.
The MOA were created on behalf of the Austrian Federal Chancellery and the Federal Ministry of Finance and
placed under the Open Source Licence of the Apache Foundation in version 2.0. The distributions of the modules
and the associated source code are thus freely available to all users.

PrimeSign - Electronic signature in the browser
PrimeSign (https://www.prime-sign.com) is the online alternative to conventional electronic signature software.
PrimeSign means signing electronic documents online without additional software, simply using a browser. This
allows your form users to sign enclosures easily.
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Appendix: List of parameterisable extenders
The functional diversity of AFS is based on the AFS extenders. An extender is a parameterisable component to
map certain use cases. Here is a list of the existing extenders.

Extender at form level
Determine process dynamically
Individual fields, entire blocks or pages can be hidden either in the form itself or on the control and confimation
page.
Prefill from AFS mailbox
The Extender offers the possibility to fill in a form with the data of an existing E-application in the AFS mailbox.
Exit form early
An existing form page can be defined as the closing page. Optionally, buttons that would be displayed on this
page can be hidden.
Custom error message
With this extender it is possible to define user-defined error messages for different fields.
Format block headings
The layout of a form can be changed when the form is already in use. This makes it possible to use the same form
flexibly for different purposes.
Change file names of uploads
With this extender it is possible to set the file name of the generated XML, XSL and PDF files in the AFS mailbox
itself.
External references
There can be dependencies between forms. Data from one form can be transferred to one or more other forms.
Map from repeatable block
The extender makes it possible to map values from repeatable blocks into other blocks. It is possible to specify
from which repetition the value is to be taken over.
Field calculations in repeatable blocks
Via the extender "Form: Field Calculations in Repeatable Blocks" extender, it is possible to perform calculations
in repeatable blocks as well as in non-repeatable blocks and to map the results into fields.
Define metadata
This extender defines which form fields are saved as metadata of a form.
Load fields from APF metadata
The Extender offers the possibility to read out field values stored as metadata for an application and to write them
into the form.
Write APF metadata
The Extender offers the possibility to save field values of a form for a request in the AFS mailbox as metadata.
Run Groovy script
This extender executes a Groovy script and thus enables many functions for which a custom extender written in
Java would otherwise have to be programmed.
Read LDAP data
With the Extender, object-related data, such as personal data, can be read from a directory server and transferred
to form fields.
Generate mail
The Extender enables e-mails to be sent on a specific page. Conditions can be defined and user input can be
included in the email content.
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Create new form
This makes it possible to create a new instance of a form on the closing page and load certain blocks with the
data from the submitted form.
Generate QR code
The Extender is used to generate a QR code (or similar 2D and 1D codes) from form data. The generated QR
code is written into an insert field in the form.
Web service extender
The Extender enables the pre-filling of forms with context-relevant data and thus represents a significant improvement in usability for the user.
TAN Extender
The TAN extender sends a message (usually a randomly generated number) to a specified mobile phone number
or email address with configurable content.
Change request title to APF
With this extender, the form title can be adapted for display in the APF (e.g. addition of the form name with the
values from fields such as first name and family name).
Set workflow
This can be used to create a workflow between several forms. Form data can be forwarded to different forms and
processed.
Count number of PDF pages
This extender offers the possibility to determine the number of pages of an uploaded PDF file.
Create change log
A change chronicle is created as a PDF that shows the differences between the initial state of the form and the
data when entering the control page.
IP Extender
The IP address of the applicant can optionally be written in a hidden field. The data protection regulations of the
respective country must be observed.
Select print template
With this extender, several set print PDFs can be assigned to the form, which can be addressed depending on a
selection or input.
Print blank form
With this extender, PDF document properties can be defined as to how and which form components should be
displayed when creating a blank form.
PrimeSign connection
This extender can be used to sign PDF files. The position as well as the text/logo of the signature can be determined.

Extender at block level
Validate inserts
This extender can be used to check enclosures and the selected method of transmission.
Finalise inserts
With this extender, all enclosures of a form can be requested collectively in a repeatable block.
Lock fields for copying
This extender can be used to define fields that are not copied during a copy operation in the repeatable block.
Fill HTML cells in table
This extender is used to fill an HTML field in a table with different values.
Control block repetitions
The minimum and maximum number of repetitions of a block can be set, the total number of repetitions can be
determined and they can be numbered correctly.
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Field level extender
Specific validations
Personal data, passport numbers, national insurance numbers or car registration numbers can be checked. The
extender also checks whether an IBAN or a BIC is valid and if both are entered, it also checks whether they contain
the same country code.
Certain input obligation
As soon as a field from a group of fields is filled, the remaining fields of the group also become mandatory fields.
Calculate date/time
Seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months and years can be added to or subtracted from a selected date
field.
Split date/time
This extender splits the second, minute, hour, day, month and year of a date field into integer or string fields.
Dynamic mandatory fields
With this extender, fields can be dynamically activated or deactivated as mandatory fields during the execution of
the form. This is controlled via conditions.
Extended dynamics for one field
With the extender, it is possible to express dynamic sequences for a single field that were previously only possible
by combining several extenders.
Delete fields
This extender deletes the content of an input field when a certain condition is met.
Fill fields from DB
Fields are filled by means of a database query.
Set lead texts dynamically
With the help of this extender, it is possible to dynamically change guide texts. For example, lead texts in a WH
block can be provided with a counter for identification.
Set password
This extender is used to provide an input field with an encrypted password.
Select/assign structural data
With the help of this extender, data can be transferred from a database to map fields. This extender is easy to use
(no SQL required).
Insert system date
With this extender, a date field can be pre-filled with the current system date.
Create Unique ID
This extender makes it possible to generate random Unique IDs of different types.
Calculate values
Using this extender, it is possible to perform calculations and transfer the result to a field.
Transfer values dynamically
This extender allows new values to be written into fields according to formulated conditions or values to be taken
over from existing fields.
Collect values for list
This extender collects multiple entries of a repeatable block and displays them summarised in the form of a list
(dropdown menu).
Preset values
This extender sets field values once after initialising the form.
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References: Austria and Germany
Ministries

Universities











Federal Ministry of Education,
Science and Research
Federal Ministry for Finance
Federal Ministry of the Interior
Federal Chancellery

State governments






Burgenland
Carinthia
Upper Austria
Salzburg
Styria

Cities


Graz, Linz, Innsbruck, and more than 360 other
cities and municipalities

Organisations















University of Linz
Medical University of Innsbruck
Medical University of Vienna

Social security


SVC for all social insurance institutions:
ÖGK, BVAEB, AUVA, PVA, SVS

Economy







Energy Alliance Austria
IT-Kommunal
GGK MullenLowe
Kufgem
VAV Insurance
Zurich Insurance

Germany


Maiß Verlag

Chamber of Labour Carinthia
Austro Control
Federal Monuments Office
Federal Computing Centre
E-Control
Insolvency compensation fund
National Fund of the Republic of Austria
for Victims of National Socialism
RTR-GmbH
Study Grant Authority
Austrian Patent Office
Austrian Medical Chamber
Medical Chamber of Lower Austria
Styrian Medical Chamber
Pharmaceutical salary fund
Austrian Chamber of Pharmacists
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References: Switzerland and Liechtenstein
Federal agencies

Social security









Federal Office for Civil Protection
Federal Electricity Commission

Cantons









Glarus
Lucerne
Nidwalden
Obwalden
Schaffhausen
Schwyz
Solothurn
Zug

Compensation fund for the Swiss
Banking
Compensation fund insurance
SVA St.Gallen

Company



Energie Wasser Bern
Insite ag

Liechtenstein



Liechtenstein National Administration
Liechtenstein Financial Market Authority

Cities & Municipalities







Schaffhausen
St.Gallen
Winterthur
Zug
Ebikon
Menzingen
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Contact
Austria

aforms2web solutions & services GmbH
Wiedner Hauptstraße 120-124, A-1050 Wien
www.aforms2web.com

Peter Marvin Behrendt, MSc. MBA.

Mag. Kurt Waldherr, MSc. MBA.

Tel: +43 676 305 44 04

Tel: +43 664 455 83 62

marvin.behrendt@aforms2web.com

kurt.waldherr@aforms2web.com

CEO

CEO

Business number 3601.03424

Switzerland & Liechtenstein

aforms2web solutions & services AG
Aarstrasse 98, CH-3005 Bern
www.aforms2web.ch

Peter Marvin Behrendt

David Glieber

Andreas Kohler

Tel: +41 79 545 99 16

Tel: +423 794 30 08

Tel: +41 31 333 47 43

marvin.behrendt@aforms2web.ch

david.glieber@aforms2web.ch

andreas.kohler@aforms2web.ch

CEO

IT Consulting & Sales

IT Consulting & Sales
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names used are trade names and/or trademarks of the respective manufacturers. aforms2web assumes no responsibility or obligation with respect
to this document. Misprints and changes reserved.
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